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FACEBOOK, GOOGLE LACK EFFECTIVE SCAM
REPORTING PROCESSES

Relevant for: Security Related Matters | Topic: Basics of Cyber Security and related matters

Another challenge is the complexity involved in the reporting tools online.   | Photo Credit: AFP

(Subscribe to our Today's Cache newsletter for a quick snapshot of top 5 tech stories. Click here
to subscribe for free.)

Google, Facebook, and other platforms are hosts to fraudulent advertisements, and rely on
users reporting scams to stop them. But two in five users online don’t report these ads stating
they are put off by time-consuming forms and perceived lack of actions by the platforms,
according to a survey conducted by U.K. consumer watchdog 'Which'.

'Which' surveyed over 2,000 people across the U.K. to understand their behaviour towards
online advertisement scams. Nearly 43% scam victims were conned by an advertisement they
saw online, via a search engine or social media ad, and didn’t report the scam to the platform
hosting it.

About 35% of 1,630 social media users said they didn’t know how to report dodgy ads that
appear in their search listing, indicating the lack of transparency, the survey stated.

Also Read | Facebook Messenger users in over 80 countries hit by large-scale scam

Nearly a third of respondents said they fell prey to scam advertisements they saw on Facebook,
while one in five said a scam targeted them through Google advertisements. Facebook and
Google may be particularly attractive to scammers as the algorithms tend to recommend similar
content, prompting users to view similar ads if they clicked on one scam ad, the survey noted.

Scammers also resort to ‘account hopping’ by opening accounts to post scam ads for a limited
period of time. Once the purpose is served, they remove their ads and close their accounts to
avoid being removed, reported or banned. This makes it harder for victims to keep track and
report.

Another challenge is the complexity involved in the reporting tools online. While Facebook offers
a comprehensive reporting tool on its platform, nearly 60% respondents said they did not report
the fraud ad because they didn’t believe the social network would take actions against it.

Also Read | Free apps that scam people later made $400 million in revenue, report says

Google, on the other hand, takes the user through five steps to submit a report, making it
cumbersome to follow, the survey noted.

Micro-blogging platform Twitter has a straightforward reporting process but lacks an option to
specifically report a scam advert, the survey found.

Online scams can cause both financial and emotional damage to users, and can also help online
platforms profit from criminal activity, 'Which' added.

Please enter a valid email address.
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Since the backlash from its users began in January, WhatsApp has been trying hard to get them
back on its platform, by using several methods including reaching out to users via the “status”
feature
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IRISH HEALTH SERVICE HIT BY RANSOMWARE
ATTACK

Relevant for: Security Related Matters | Topic: Basics of Cyber Security and related matters

Ransomware attacks typically involve the infection of computers with malicious software, often
downloaded by clicking on seemingly innocuous links in emails or other website pop-ups.   |
Photo Credit: Reuters

(Subscribe to our Today's Cache newsletter for a quick snapshot of top 5 tech stories. Click here
to subscribe for free.)

Ireland's health service operator shut down all its IT systems on Friday to protect it from what it
described as a significant ransomware attack but said its coronavirus vaccination programme
was unaffected.

The head of the Health Service Executive (HSE) said it took the step as a precaution to protect
as much information as possible and that it was assessing how the attack would affect other
services.

One maternity hospital in Dublin cancelled all outpatient appointments on Friday other than
those for women 36 weeks pregnant or in need of urgent care.

"It's a very sophisticated attack, not just the standardattack. It is impacting all of our national and
local systems that would be involved in all of our core services," HSE Chief Executive Paul Reid
told national broadcaster RTE.

Also Read | Biden cybersecurity order mandates new rules for govt software

"The vaccination programme continues thankfully, it's a separate system."

Reid said the attack was largely affecting information stored on central servers and not hospital
equipment.

Ransomware attacks typically involve the infection of computers with malicious software, often
downloaded by clicking on seemingly innocuous links in emails or other website pop-ups. Users
are left locked out of their systems, with the demand of a ransom to be paid to restore computer
functions.

They differ from a data breach or other types of hacking,which may steal large batches of
customer data or other information from companies or individuals.

Please enter a valid email address.

Facebook’s Oversight Board on Wednesday upheld the social media network’s decision on
January 7 to block the then-US President Donald Trump from its

The technology could be as much as 45% faster than the mainstream 7-nanometre chips in
many of today's laptops and phones and up to 75% more power efficient, the company said.
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CRYPTO CRIME DOWN IN 2021 THROUGH APRIL
Relevant for: Security Related Matters | Topic: Basics of Cyber Security and related matters

Losses from DeFi-related hacks already exceeded the $129 million taken for the whole of 2020.
  | Photo Credit: Reuters

(Subscribe to our Today's Cache newsletter for a quick snapshot of top 5 tech stories. Click here
to subscribe for free.)

Losses from cryptocurrency theft, hacks and fraud fell sharply in the first four months of the year,
but crime in the booming "decentralized finance" space hit an all-time high, a report from crypto
intelligence company CipherTrace showed on Thursday.

DeFi applications are platforms that facilitate crypto-denominated lending outside traditional
banking, using an open-source code with algorithms that set rates in real time based on supply
and demand. Many DeFi applications are embedded in the ethereum blockchain.

Globally, crypto criminals ran away with $432 million as of end-April, according to the
CipherTrace report. About 56% of that, or $240 million were DeFi-related, a record peak.

For the whole of 2020, losses in the crypto sector through fraud and crime were $1.9 billion. In
2019, crypto crime losses hit a record $4.5 billion.

Cryptocurrencies are once again in the spotlight with the surge in prices for the second-largest
token, ethereum, and social media darling, dogecoin.

Also Read | Turkey adds crypto firms to money laundering, terror financing rules

The drop in crypto crime reflects some maturation in the industry, as infrastructure improved and
companies and exchanges boosted security systems.

DeFi, however, is another story. The value locked - the total number of loans on DeFi platforms -
was $86 billion as of Wednesday, DeFi Pulse data showed, up roughly 650% from $11 billion in
October.

The surge in the industry's growth has attracted the bad actors and market participants said the
rise in crime is likely to accelerate as DeFi expands further.

"As more money pours into the space from retail and institutional players, bad actors will seek to
take advantage of the hype to draw people into scams and hackers will seek out projects that
have launched without performing adequate security audits, exploiting loopholes encoded in the
smart contracts,"Dave Jevans, CipherTrace's chief executive officer, said in an emailed
response to Reuters.

Also Read | Just 270 crypto addresses laundered $1.3 bln in dirty funds last year, research
shows

Losses from DeFi-related hacks already exceeded the $129 million taken for the whole of 2020.
In 2019, there were no DeFi losses reported.

One of the major losses in the DeFi space was the $80 million worth of funds stolen on April 19

https://www.thehindu.com/profile/photographers/Reuters/
https://www.thehindu.com/newsletter-subscription/article31890941.ece
https://www.thehindu.com/sci-tech/technology/internet/turkey-adds-crypto-firms-to-money-laundering/article34470187.ece#:~:text=Turkey%20added%20cryptocurrency%20trading%20platforms,decree%20published%20early%20on%20Saturday.
https://www.thehindu.com/sci-tech/technology/internet/crypto-addresses-laundered-13-bln-in-dirty-funds/article33819624.ece
https://www.thehindu.com/sci-tech/technology/internet/crypto-addresses-laundered-13-bln-in-dirty-funds/article33819624.ece
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from EasyFi Network, aDeFi project on the Polygon Network, the CipherTrace reportsaid.
EasyFi reported that a hacker stole roughly $80 million worth of funds from its wallet.

Please enter a valid email address.

Facebook’s Oversight Board on Wednesday upheld the social media network’s decision on
January 7 to block the then-US President Donald Trump from its

The technology could be as much as 45% faster than the mainstream 7-nanometre chips in
many of today's laptops and phones and up to 75% more power efficient, the company said.
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GROWING CYBER RISKS TO ENERGY
INFRASTRUCTURE

Relevant for: Security Related Matters | Topic: Basics of Cyber Security and related matters

More from the author

The US fuel pipeline operator, Colonial Pipeline, was hit by a cyber-attack on May 9 which led to
the shutdown of supplies in states like Washington, Baltimore and Atlanta. Colonial Pipeline
supplies nearly half of the US East Coast’s fuel supply. The company took parts of their systems
offline soon after the attack to contain the threat. The cyber-attack on the Colonial Pipeline
network involved ransomware. The Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) on May 10 confirmed
that the ‘DarkSide’ group of hackers was responsible for the attack.1

The cyber-attack on Colonial Pipeline led to fuel shortages and panic buying in the south-
eastern United States. Around 2.5 million barrels per day of supplies, comprising gasoline,
diesel and jet fuel, was affected following the attack. Oil prices rose with the price of Brent crude
rising to $69 per barrel the following week, a 1.5 per cent rise.2 US gasoline futures
jumped more than 3 per cent to $2.217 a gallon, the highest since May 2018.3

While analysts pointed out that a prolonged shutdown of operations could lead to a further hike
in fuel prices, Colonial Pipeline on May 15 announced that it had returned to its normal
operations and was focussed on the safe and efficient restoration of its pipeline system.

The FBI has been investigating the DarkSide group since last October, after repetitive attacks on
organisations using the same modus operandi.4 Reports notes that at least 90 utilities were
impacted, including companies like Brookfield, OneDigital and Gyrodata, among others.5

DarkSide brazenly maintains a list of all the companies it has hacked and the information on the
data it has stolen, openly on its website on the dark web. The group of hackers had released a
new software in March that can encrypt data even faster. The hackers work with ‘access
brokers’ – cyber-criminal gangs who steal and sell personal data to the highest bidders on the
dark web.6

Research by a London-based cybersecurity firm, Digital Shadows, has shown that the DarkSide
group avoids attacking companies in Russia or in post-Soviet states like Ukraine, Belarus and
Georgia.7 According to cybersecurity firm Cybereason, DarkSide is likely based in a Russian-
speaking country as its software avoids encrypting any computer systems where the language is
set as Russian.

US President Joe Biden has vowed to raise the issue of the pipeline cyber-attack with President
Vladimir Putin, although there is no evidence of state involvement.8 In April, the Biden
administration imposed new sanctions on Russia specifically targeting technology companies
after it publicly identified the Russian Foreign Intelligence Service as the perpetrator of the 2020
SolarWinds attack. The SolarWinds cyberattack impacted both government agencies like the
Pentagon and private companies.9

Biden signed an executive order (EO) on May 13 to encourage improvements in digital security
standards across the private sector and better equip federal agencies with cybersecurity tools.10
The EO states that steps to prevent, detect, assess, and remedy cyber incidents are essential to
ensure national and economic security. It also calls for Public Private Partnership to adapt to the

/taxonomy/term/2502
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continuously changing cyber threat environment.

As per latest reports meanwhile, Colonial Pipelines paid a ransom amount of nearly $5 million to
the hackers in cryptocurrency.11 Even as the hackers provided the decrypting tool for
restoration of the networks after the payment, the company had to reportedly use its own
backups since the decrypting tool was too slow. The FBI stated that paying ransom encourages
cyber criminals to repeat their crimes on other organisations or more likely on the same
organisation.12

This incident has once again exposed the vulnerable nature of critical infrastructure to cyber-
attacks. Given the geographically dispersed energy infrastructure, successful cyber-attacks on it
have cascading, negative effects. Increased digitisation in recent times, undertaken to smoothen
the complex operational and organisational requirements, have paradoxically opened up more
opportunities for cyber criminals.

The various components used to monitor the flow of gases through the pipelines, for instance,
like pressure sensors, valves, thermostats and pumps, are mostly controlled by centralised
computers systems. Interconnected systems and networks are vulnerable to malicious attacks
and in turn can affect the functioning of the pipelines.13

According to a report by Siemens, 18 per cent of the global utilities sector use high technology
like AI and big data analysis.14 Colonial Pipeline, for instance, also uses high technology
inspection robots, controlled digitally, that check for anomalies if any. Such assets increase the
number of potential entry points through which malicious attacks can take place.

In February 2021, an attempt was made by a hacker in Florida to tamper with the chemical
levels in the drinking water supply of the city. The hacker had gained access to the water system
through the control system of the water treatment plant using a remote access program. The
hacker then tried to increase the levels of sodium hydroxide to dangerous levels. The attack was
detected by a supervisor monitoring the computer system who reversed the chemical levels as
soon the hack was detected, averting a crisis.15

Data theft and ransomware are some of the most typical threats faced by the utilities in the
critical infrastructure sector. Such attacks result in loss of productivity, revenue and disruption of
utility services. The Spanish electric utility, Iberdola, Brazilian oil company, Petrobras, among
others have been victims of ransomware in the past causing major disruptions in their services.

Ransomware poses risks to critical infrastructure beyond the energy infrastructure. In 2020, over
500 incidents of ransomware attacks in the US on healthcare facilities, for instance, were
detected.16 These attacks took advantage of the prevailing pandemic situation, which makes
victims more prone to extortion. The source of a ransomware attack is the hardest to trace since
cyber criminals use automated attack tools and further demand the extortion amount in
cryptocurrencies.

Cyber-related risks to the energy sector can be minimised by strategic intelligence gathering on
potential threat actors, weaving of cyber security strategies into corporate decisions, industry-
wide collaboration and sharing of intelligence data, investments in cybersecurity controls as well
as periodic review of cybersecurity program budgets. Basic cyber security hygiene like multi-
factor authentication, ready-to-implement response plans, and up-to-date backup systems can
minimise the impact of cyber-attacks on critical infrastructure.

Views expressed are of the author and do not necessarily reflect the views of the Manohar
Parrikar IDSA or of the Government of India.
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FITFUL APPROACH: THE HINDU EDITORIAL ON
WHATSAPP PRIVACY POLICY AND NEED FOR DATA
PROTECTION LAWS

Relevant for: Security Related Matters | Topic: Basics of Cyber Security and related matters

The Centre’s recent notice to messaging service provider WhatsApp to withdraw its updated
privacy policy is an avoidable intervention into what is a legitimate business decision. WhatsApp,
early this year, updated its privacy policy, according to which users would no longer be able to
stop the app from sharing data (such as location and number) with its parent Facebook unless
they delete their accounts altogether. WhatsApp initially proposed a February 8 deadline. But an
intense backlash against this decision, triggering an exodus of its users to rival platforms such
as Signal, forced WhatsApp to push the update to May 15. Eventually, it decided not to enforce
this as well, preferring to, as a spokesman told this newspaper, “follow up with reminders to
people over the next several weeks”. WhatsApp has over two billion users in the world, about
half a billion of whom are in India, and who use it for free. Its privacy updates are designed to
make the business interactions that take place on its platform easier while also personalising
ads on Facebook. That is how it will have to make its money. In its affidavit in the Delhi High
Court, WhatsApp has reportedly said that it is not forcing users to accept the updated privacy
policy. They have an option — to delete their accounts. And if WhatsApp is ready to take the risk
of users abandoning it, why should the government intervene in the process? The Ministry of
Electronics and IT (MeitY) has sought a response from WhatsApp within seven days.

In doing so, MeitY has made a charge that WhatsApp has discriminated against its Indian users.
Its letter to WhatsApp reportedly states that given that Indians depend on it to communicate, “It
is not just problematic but also irresponsible, for WhatsApp to leverage this position to impose
unfair terms and conditions on Indian users, particularly those that discriminate against Indian
users vis-à-vis users in Europe.” First, it can be argued that there are enough alternatives to
WhatsApp in the market. But more importantly, it has to be pointed out that Europe’s citizens are
protected by strong data laws that go by the name of General Data Protection Regulation or
GDPR. Where is the Indian equivalent of such laws? When will they be implemented? These are
questions that the government should answer. These questions become even more pertinent
because WhatsApp has reportedly said in its affidavit that it is being singled out, and that its
policy is not different from those of private apps such as Google, BigBasket, Koo, as well as
public apps such as Aarogya Setu, Bhim, IRCTC, and others. A fitful approach to issues
concerning the user may do more harm to India’s approach to data protection and freedom than
anything else.

Please enter a valid email address.

From the abrogation of the special status of Jammu and Kashmir, to the landmark Ayodhya
verdict, 2019 proved to be an eventful year.
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